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It is well known that in principle energy-resolved and time-resolved experiments
provide complementary information. A few examples are reviewed where the time
evolution of rapidly relaxing molecular systems is or could be better studied by
energy-resolved experiments: (1) the evolution of a pair of resonances coupled with
each other through a set of continua, (2) an irreversible relaxation of the intermediate
state in the two-photon excitation of a polyatomic molecule, and (3) the derivation of
a "dissociation time" from the angular distribution of fragments from photodissociation
by linearly polarized light. In the first case it is shown how all parameters necessary
for a time-dependent description may be obtained from the measurement, as functions
of the excitation wavelength, of both the total absorption cross section across the
resonances and the partial cross section for a single exit ehaianel. In the last two
cases the relevance of a description in terms of an "eigentime" of the molecule is
demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main processes which take place in excited state evolution are
(1) quasi-periodic motion of the initial wave packet along some
coordinate (with possible loss ot amplitude and/or phase), (2) decay
into continuum states, and (3) interference between wave packets
initially created in a coherent way.

In principle, any of these processes may be perfectly studied either
in a time-resolved experiment where the relevant states are created
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by a light pulse much shorter than any characteristic time of evolution
of the system, or in an energy-resolved experiment where the energy
resolution is much narrower than any state width and any spacing
between neighboring stationary states.

In simple cases where a system consists of two closely-spaced
discrete states, or of a discrete state coupled with a single continuum,
it is easy to compare the resolution attained for the same observable
(e.g., the spacing between the two states or the quantum beat period
in the first case, the width of the discrete state or the decay rate in
the second case) in either a time-resolved experiment with resolution
z or an energy-resolved experiment with resolution E. If we assume
that for a visible-light excitation the best available &- is one picosecond
and the best available 8E corresponds to 8 100 kHz, then it turns
out that the time-resolved experiment will be the more accurate if
the characteristic time to be measured is larger than 2"rr-/2(t’r/6v)/2,
i.e., here 1 ns, and vice versa. For instance if -= 10 ps the time-
resolved experiment will have a resolution of 10- whereas the energy-
resolved experiment will have a resolution of 10-5. Thus, in contrast
with intuition, ultra-fast relaxation phenomena should rather be
studied using cw, single-mode lasers.
However, we don’t want only to record observations and be able

to make correct predictions, but we also look for an understanding
of the processes, and the information on time evolution generally is
more illuminating than any other kind of information. Obviously too,
in simple cases such as the above examples the output of the energy-
resolved experiments is easily translated into time information, but
this is no more true for more complicated systems.
Thus the questions we are addressing in the present paper are how

to design and interpret single-mode laser experiments on ultra-
fast relaxation phenomena, and in particular how to derive time
information out of them. A recent example of such studies is the
treatment by Lorquet et al. of the vibronic relaxation of molecular
ions using the data from wavelength-dependent photoelectron
spectroscopy.

In the present work we shall inspect in turn three other kinds
of processes’ (1) evolution of a pair of resonances coupled via a
set of continua, (2) excitation of a polyatomic molecule by
successive absorption of two photons, and (3) molecular photodis-
sociation.
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2. THE PROBLEM OF TWO DISCRETE STATES COUPLED VIA A
SET OF CONTINUA

87

We consider a pair of discrete states 1 and 2 embedded in an arbitrarily
large number of degenerate continua, and we assume there is no
other discrete state interacting with 1 and 2. The problem is whether
or not 1 and 2 are coupled with each other via the continua, that is
to say whether or not after an initial excitation of only one of these
states (by an adequately chosen transition) a part of the wave packet
will reach the other one through the continua. As we will show the
answer may be given by a set of two experiments where the total
absorption cross section into the pair of resonances on the one hand
and any partial absorption cross section corresponding to a single
exit channel on the other hand, are recorded as functions of the
excitation wavelength from a given initial state.
The theoretical treatment2 is an extension of the Fano theory of

resonances.3-6 Instead of the familiar formula4 for the total cross
section

(q+e)a
r =r +o,

1 +e (1)

where era is the cross section for direct excitation of the interactive
continuum, o’b the background excitation cross section, q the profile
parameter, and

E Er
e (2)F/2

where E is the photon energy, E the resonance energy and F the
resonance width, we obtain in the two-resonance case the following
formula:
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+qq2 sin4 0](T1/2"1/2-,2 +[ee+2q2sin2c

+ (cos c +q sin2 )e+2 cos2a ee2+e+2q2

xsin2 a cos2ae+2q2sin2ae2+qsina]g2} (3)

where , g2, q, q2, e , e2 generalizes for the two resonances 1 and
2 the usual Fano parameters g, q, e, E,, F, with

E -E,: E -Er2
e (4)

F/2 F:/2

e additional parameter a of eqn (3) is defined in the following
way. To each of the resonances 1 and 2 there corresponds an
"interactive continuum," C and C2 respectively, which is that par-
ticular linear combination of all degenerate continua which bears all
the interaction with the resonance. Now

cos (CxlC) (5)

Eq. (3) applies only when a # 0; if 0 one finds instead Eq. (65)
of Ref. 3.

It is easily shown that the interaction V2 between resonances 1
and 2 through the set of continua is given by

V: cos (6)
2w

us the time evolution of state 1 or 2, if initially selectively excited
by a short light pulse, can be inferred from the knowledge of the
various parameters of Eqn. (3).

Figure 1 shows that in the case of the (c 2(3ss), v 0,1) Rydberg
levels of O2 the total photoionization cross section may be fitted
well to Eq. (3). However, Eq. (3) is a rational fraction in E with 9
independent parameters whereas the total number of physically
significant parameters is 10 (, 2, q, q2, Er, Er2, F, F2, , ), so
that the fitting in Figure 1 is indeterminate.
is indetermination reappears for each partial cross section.:

However if one measures the partial cross section for a single exit
channel (continuum .), in addition to the total cross section, all
physical parameters entering in both total and partial cross sections
may be determined unambiguously.
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Total cross section

59 60 Jk(nm)

FIGURE Fitting of 02 total photoionization cross section across a pair of reson-
ances to Eq. (3).

The expression of the partial cross section in this particular case of
a single exit channel reads:2

O" tr# + [(e le2--sin2 a)2-t- (e -I- e2)]-1

X (1 + q)[(rl p cos ce r2)2 + e 2r 1]

2

+(1 +q2 r2 rl + e lr2

+ 2[(1 +qlq2)(ele2rlr2+(rl-p cosct r2)(r2------cos

P

+(ql-q2)((e2-el)rr2+cosa(epr- e-22r))]
+2[ (q(ee +e +ez cos a)-ezz -sin2 a)rl

--(e e2--sin2 c +q(e + e2))p cos at2
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+ (q2(e 12e2 + e2 +e cos2 o)--e 12 --sin2 o)r2

sin2ce+q2(el+e2))cOsOt, ] 1/2](ele2 rxjr, (7)

where trio is the cross section for direct excitation of the Cj continuum,

o (r/r2)1/ (8)

+(o’F/F1)/

r2 +(cr2Fi2/F2) 1/2 (9)

Fix and FiE being the partial widths of resonances 1 and 2 in the/"
channel.
Thus now together expressions (3) and (7) depend on 13 indepen-

dent mathematical parameters which are functions of 13 physical
parameters (the former 10 ones plus trio, Fjl and Fj2) which now may
be all determined.

It is easily seen that if the total and partial cross sections, 0- and
0-i, are not absolute ones, and even if they are not normalized to each
other, all parameters except 0-1, 0"2, 0"ja, Fil, Fi2 will still be un-
ambiguously determined, whereas the five ones just quoted will be
given in arbitrary units.
Such an analysis is in progress on the basis of the experimental

data of Morin et al.8 on the decay of the above-mentioned 02
resonance pair into selected levels of O-(b 4,).

3. ANGULAR EFFECTS IN THE TWO-PHOTON EXCITATION OF A
POLYATOMIC MOLECULE

The problem is to design an experiment for measuring under steady
conditions, using cw lasers, a fast decay rate of a directly-excited
quasi-continuum of states of a polyatomic molecule into a bath of
even much more densely spaced states.
Let {j} be the ensemble of states of interest decaying into the bath

of states {r}. Let us assume that {/’}, but not {r}, is optically connected
with both a lower state and an upper state f. The experiment consists
in exciting the molecule from to f with two cw lasers of tunable
frequencies Ul and/2 such that h (v +/2) is fixed to the -- f excitation
energy, and that hvl brings the molecule into the region of states {/’}
(see Figure 2).
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h911
FIGURE 2 Scheme of the model experiment discussed in Section 3.

Under low-field conditions, the amount of state ]" produced within
a large time t after the molecules entered the laser field is proportional
to:9

(10)

where T and T’ are the optical transition operators associated with
both lasers, H0 includes the molecular hamiltonian and the field
hamiltonian (but not the molecule-field interaction), and E is the
energy of state . Practically, I may be monitored by the fluorescence
of[.
T and T’ here depend on the angular coordinates of the molecule,

if both lasers are polarized. Let a be the angle between the laser
polarizations. Clearly the dependence of ! will reflect the time during
which the molecule in states {/’} is allowed to rotate until being
scavenged into states {r}. Thus rotation is an internal clock in such a
steady experiment. The method obviously is of interest if, and only
if, the {/}-- {r} relaxation time is shorter than, or comparable to, the
rotational period of the molecule, and therefore in the picosecond or
subpicosecond range. As discussed in the Introduction it is just the
range where energy-resolved experiments are of paramount interest.
The output of an experiment, such as described above, would be

the anisotropy parameter of the I(a) distribution. It may be
expressed9 as an explicit function of the theoretical decay width F,
which thus can be extracted from the experiment. In the case under
consideration F could not be directly measured as a width since it is
larger than the rotational spacing.
On another hand, it turns out that when is large, which corresponds

to the practical situation, expression (10) is equivalent to the simple
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expression"

providing the intermediate states {/’} (of which the T[i) ket is some
linear combination) undergoes an irreversible decay process to some
other states (here the {r} set). In effect the second integral in (10) has
a constant value as soon as (t- 0) is much larger than the decay time
constant (hlF), so that at large the first integral only provides a
constant factor t.

Expression (11) may be described in the following way. The
molecule is excited from an initial state through a transition operator
T; we define an eigentime - of the molecule as being 0 at the time
it gets excited, its wavefunction at that zero time being T[i); the
molecule then evolves according to the evolution operator

Whatever occurs thereafter to the molecule is subject only to the
condition that any observable final state should obey energy conserva-
tion. This applies in particular to the final state ’exp (-i(E/)z);
hence the bracket in (11) represents the building-up of the/ com-
ponent in the total wavefunction. Thus under low-field conditions
(small T’) and providing (12) includes an exp (-(F/)-) decay term,
expression (11) gives the final weight of state " in the squared total
wavefunction and therefore the/ signal.

This eigentime" description ot the evolution ot the excited
molecule thus seems to be adequate for a comprehensive description
of irreversible relaxation in an energy-resolved experiment. It would
not be correct in a problem with reversible relaxation.

4. THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTODISSOCIATION
FRAGMENTS AND THE "DISSOCIATION TIME"

It has always been considered intuitively that the angular distribution
of fragments issuing from photodissociation by a linearly polarized
light was dependent on the rotation which the molecule undergoes
from the instant it absorbs the photon up to the instant the dissociation
process is essentially accomplished.
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However, even from a classical viewpoint, this does not define a
"dissociation time," which strictly speaking should be infinite. The
intuitive definition of the dissociation time consists in extrapolating
the initial motion of the excited molecule as though its geometry was
not changing, as it does by the dissociation process, and to compute
the time which then would be needed for the molecular axis to reach
the orientation which will eventually be that of the fragment pair in
reality, as experimentally observed. This definition9 actually is similar
to the familiar definition of the lifetime in an exponential decay
process, which coincides with the intersection of the time axis with
the linear extrapolation at zero time of the decay law.
We shall now show how the formalism developed in Section 3 for

an "eigentime" treatment of an energy-resolved experiment may be
applied to this problem. The following description completes and
makes more rigorous the one we gave in an earlier publication.9

We start from Eq. (11) as discussed in Section 3" if it provides the
correct result for the observables it may be used for a description of
the time evolution of the molecule.
We assume for the sake of simplicity that the molecule is linear

and has zero ll both in ground and excited states. The li) state in Eq.
(11) now is designated as li, v, J, M); the If state is designated as
I/’, E, O, b) as observed experimentally by the energy and flight direc-
tion of the photofragment; there is no longer a T’ operator but a
simple projection of the intermediate state

on the final state

cxp ( .Ho-,--’) IT[i) (13)

E

Expansion of Tli) over the infinite set of rovibronic wavefunctions
I],E’,J’,M) of the vibrational continuum of the upper electronic
state ], with J’ J + 1, yields

ITli)=(J-M+ I) I dE’ R(E"J+ I)I]’E"J+ I’M)

+(J+M) [ dE’R(E’,J-1)[i,E’,J-1,M) (15)
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with

R(E’,J’)=(E’,J’[mijlv, J) (16)

where mi is the vibrational-coordinate dependent electronic transition
moment, and where the bracket notation means integration over
vibration coordinates only. The angular part of expression (15) is just
the expansion of cos OYt(O, ) over Yr+I,M(O, ) and Y-I,M(O,

Expression (13) then becomes:

I dE’exp(-iE-’r){(J-M+ 1,R(E’,J+ 1)]f,E’,J+ 1,M)

+ (Y +M)R (E’, J- 1)1/’, E’, J- 1, M)} (17)

which inserted into Eq. (11), along with (14), yields

II.--. dE’ d-exp -t
h

{(J-M+I)R(E’,I+I)

(f,E, O, lf, E’,J + 1, M) + (J +M)R(E’,J- 1)
2

x (i,E, 0, IL E’, J- 1,M)}

I(-M + 1)R(E,] + 1)(E, 0, alE,: + 1,M)
+(J +M)R (E, ]- 1)(E, 0, alE, ]- , M)I: (18)

Expression (18) is the correct expression,x

We therefore may interpret expression (13) as described at the end
of Section 3, as representing the evolution at time z of the molecule
excited at time 0.
To do this we shall decompose the hamiltonian H0 into’

Ho Hev -+- Hrot (19)

where Hev includes the vibronic part of the molecular hamiltonian
and the hamiltonian of the field, and Hrot is the rotational part of the
molecular hamiltonian. On the other hand, instead of expanding T[i)
as in (15) over rovibrational wavefunctions of state/’ corresponding
to J’ Y + 1, we separate it as

Tli) cos 0 Tvli, v, J, M)
where Tev is the vibronic part of the dipole transition operator.

(20)
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Thus

T[i)---{(J-M + 1)[J + 1,M)+(J-M)IJ- 1,M)}Tevli, v;J,M) (21)

where ]i, v J, M) stands for the vibronic part of li, v,/’, M). H0, defined
in (19), acting on (21) leads to

where I here stands for the moment of inertia of the molecule.
We now look for the angular part of (13) at small r. In first order

with respect to r we have no further action of Hev on the terms with
L and therefore

H0
exp (-i---r)lTli)---{(J-M+ 1)[J + 1, M)exp (-i (J+l)(J+2)h_27 r)

We can now derive the instantaneous angular distribution F(O, 4, ’)
of the molecular axis as the norm of expression (23) integrated over
the vibronic coordinates only. Due to the hermiticity of the evolution
operator we get:

F(O, c, z)---(i, v; J, MIT*vAjlvt(O, c, )Tov]i, v; J, M) (24)

where
2 pMA(O, c, -)= (J-M + 1)2[P (cos 0)]+ (J +M) [ _a (cos 0)]z

+ 2(J-M + 1)(J +M)PZ (cos O)P_
(2J + 1)hx (cos 0) cos I " (25)

Following now a purely algebraic development similar to that of
Eqs. (42)-(45) in Ref. (9), we obtain in the lower order in - an
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instantaneous angular distribution characterized by an anisotropy
parameter (after averaging over all M):

B 2-12J(J" + 1) 2

h2 (B2)av’r (26)

where (B2)av is the expectation value of (h2/2I)2 over the vibrational
part of zoli, v;Y, M>. The latter, of course, reduces to the vibrational
wavefunction of the initial li, v, y, M> state if the transition obeys the
Franck-Condon approximation; otherwise it is the product of this
vibrational wavefunction by the vibrational-coordinate dependent
electronic transition moment.
Our final equation (26) thus provides the definition of the "dissoci-

ation time" we were looking for, which is obtained by equating the
R.H.S. to the experimentally observed/3.
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